
Hawji Dan Zai Noodles
Opened in 1993, HawJi is well-known for selling 2000 bowls of Dan Zai 

noodles everyday, and you can refill the soup for free. The store supply not 

only the Dan Zai noodles also other Taiwan local dishes. Their decorations 

have their own characteristics, make the customer feel that they are in old-

time. HawJi is not only a lively restaurant but also like a display room for 

1950-1960′s culture relics.

Formosa Chang
Once a solitary food stall next to Shuanglian Market, Formosa Chang has grown into an 

international chain with 29 restaurants in Taiwan and four in Japan. The house specialty 

is Taiwanese-style soy stewed meats served on rice. The restaurant's trademark dish won 

the "Most Popular Award" at the 9th Taipei Traditional Food Carnival. This is a good spot 

for an authentic taste of local cuisine. 

Man Tang Hong Hotpot
It’s quality over quantity at Man Tang Hong Spicy Hotpot. While they don’t offer the 

wide selection of ingredients that most hotpot outlets in Taiwan do, they do promise 

top-quality ingredients. Meat is served fresh and cut only after you have placed your 

order.  They are also well known for their spicy chili broth, which is cooked for 8 hours 

to ensure a fiery spicy flavour. If you have a weak stomach, have no fear! The restaurant 

offers a Yuan Yang Guo, meaning half a portion of normal broth and half a portion of 

spicy broth will be given.

 Taiwan! with famous blogger Miss Tam Chiak

“Tam Chiak”is a hokkien translation for 'Greedy'. Miss Tam Chiak 

is a famous food blogger in Singapore.

She is passionate in sharing her food experiences from all

different part of the world.

The blog has been featured on:

- i-weekly (2010, issue no 667) 

- Cuisine & Wine (Jan 2011). 

- Interviewed by Radio FM 100.3 on 7 August 2010 

- Weekly hawker column in My Paper (Jan 2011- Dec 2011) 

- Weekly food program with Daniel on Radio FM 100.3 

- Elle Magazine Nov 2012 

- Scoot Inflight Magazine December 2012



 

Tour Code: TWN5TC             

Day Bft Lunch Dinner Hotels  used or similar

1 
Own Expenses

(Ximending)

Chaiin Hotel Tzung Tung Fu

http://chaiinhotel.com/tzung_tung_fu

2 Hotel Banana New Paradise
Own Expenses      (Feng

Jia Night market)

Hotel Elizabth

http://www.elizabeth-hotel.com.tw/

3 Hotel
Hakka Cuisine +    

Kiln Chicken

Own Expenses   (Raohe

Night Market)
Chaiin Hotel Tzung Tung Fu

http://chaiinhotel.com/tzung_tung_fu
4 Hotel

【Man Tang Hong】

Yuan Yang Hotpot

【Hawji】

Dan Zai Noodles

5 Hotel
【Formosa Chang】

Soy Stewed Meat on Rice


Day 1：Singapore  Taipei - Huashan 1914 Creative Park – Deja Vu
Music Restaurant – Ximending

Huashan  1914 Creative Park: One  of  the oldest  and  most  well  preserved structures  in
Taiwan. Built in 1914, the factory was among Taiwan's largest wine producers throughout the
1920's.  Huashan 1914 now serves  as Taipei's  primary creative arts  center  and a hosting
ground for significant cultural activities.

Deja  Vu  Restaurant:  A joint  venture  by  Jay  Chou  &  Liu  Qian,  this  “Magic”  themed
restaurant features some of their European personal collections. Accompanied by Magic

Performance and music, this is a should-go spot in Huashan. (own expense)
Hsimenting: This place is a heaven for teenagers and youngster! It has become one of their
favourite's hangout in Taipei. Fashionable ground where latest design, software, gaming and
celebrity events are held.  Besides having so much fun and entertainment, the famous “Ah
Zhong Noodle”, Bubble Milk Tea and etc. can be found there too.

Day 2：Taichung - Moncoeur – Banana New Paradise – Miyahara – 
Bubble milk tea DIY – Fengjia Night Market

Moncoeur:  a prodigious manor that has many kinds of places, each place has different
theme such as Chin-Chin, sud de la France, vanilla shop, chochoco and so on. Moncoeur

is a romantic place full of love.
Banana New Paradise: This place links culture, art, food and drink. You could see colonial
style in daily life at  that time. Through dream maker's collections,  you can see a lot of

Taiwan's traditional culture relics and feel those old memories again. Enjoy your meal, relax
and  try  to  touch  the  truth  of  history,  the  kindness  of  human  nature,  the  beauty  of  life.

Miyahara: The site used to be an ophthalmology clinic owned by Miyahara. A portion of the
building was being destroyed by earthquake and typhoon until  a pastry  business name

Dawn Cake bought the building and transformed it into a place full of wonders and history
selling traditional desserts like pineapples cake, suncakes etc. and they sell more than 50
flavours of ice cream making it uniquely attractive. 
Bubble Tea DIY: Traveling is not solely about tourist  attraction,  understanding the culture
plays a big part too. In Taichung a place where traditional tea transformed into the popular ice
drink by introducing the black pearl  made from Tapioca starch.  Bubble tea shops occupy
nearly every corner in Taiwan's street, now try and choice a flavour of your choice and shake it
till you drink it.
FengJia Night Market: The largest night  market  in Taiwan, a great place for a variety of
novel,  interesting  snacks  and  trendiest  clothes  at  a  reasonable  prices.  Try  the  delicious
snacks like “cheese potato”,”honey lemon aloe vera”, “paper cake” and etc..

Day  3:  Xinshe  Flower  Oasis –  Summit  Resort  –  Miaoli  –  Spring  
Kiln+DIY ceramics  – Taipei  –  Wu Fen Pu –  Raohe Night  
Market

Xinshe  Flower  Oasis: Waltz  through the  meadow  with  a  sea  of  flowers  like  lavender,
sunflower, spider flower and many more. Feel the breeze gently blowing through your hair as
you tilt your face towards the rays of sunshine. With flowers of all colors surrounding you like
a seemingly endless panorama of colourful picturesque scene.
Summit Resort: A beautiful green town with picturesque scenery, like waterfall, garden, plum
tree forest. The main lead is definitely their glamorous castle. Many people came here for the
scenic spot.

Spring Kiln + DIY Ceramics: Situated away from the hustle and bustle of the city, Spring
Kiln sits in a natural ecological environment. Be embraced by the magnificent view of the

Tung flowers during the rice harvest season. The park also has a pottery classroom where
you may take part in the DIY activities, and take home your masterpiece as souvenir.
Wu Fen Pu (Lady's Shopping Alley): A wholesale garment district that houses over 1,000
little shops selling trendy clothes, shoes, bags and accessories. A definite “shop till you drop”
place many shoppers won't want to miss!
Rao He Night Market: Walk down a long alleys with rows of eateries and shops.   Come here
with your empty stomach and you can hop around to different stands tasting typical Taiwanese
snacks like oyster omelettes, herbal soups, stinky tofu, roasted corn, bubble teas, as well as
some unusual treats.

Day 4:  Jingtong Station – PingShi Old Street  – *PingShi Sky Lantern 
– JinJiangTeaHouse - Hakka Tea “Lei Cha” DIY

Jingtong Station: Built in 1931, Jingtong Station is one of the precious wooden-built train
stations in Taiwan and definitely one of the most authentic traditional Japanese style train

stations in Taiwan. The original features of the station such as the original electrical railway
block instruments, traditional train ticket containers and plenty of antiques are all well-kept.
Year 2001, Jingtong Station was ranked by the Council of Cultural Affairs as one of the top
100  historical  architectures  of  Taiwan and  recognized as  a  national  monument  by  Taipei
County in year 2003.
Pingshi Old Street: You can find all kind of special authentic local restaurants here, you can
also enjoy the beauty of architectures or simply walk around and feel the train passing through
the bridge above you. 
*Pingshi Sky Lantern:  Also known as Kong Ming lanterns, the flying of Sky lanterns has
become a symbol of prayers to the gods for their blessings. The activity is becoming very
popular among tourists and the Pingshi Lantern Festival was even voted by Discovery as the
Second most Grand Festive Carnival. This traditional custom was also filmed in the current
Taiwanese movie debut <You are the Apple of my Eye>. 
(4-8 in a team)
JinJiangTeaHouse  ~ Hakka Tea “Lei Cha”  DIY:  Enjoy hands on experience making the
Hakka's specialty tea “Lei Cha”, mixed wuth tea leaves, peanuts, mint leaves, sesame seeds,
beans and herbs, which are grounded into a powder and served as a drinks.

Day 5：Taipei – Pineapple Cake DIY  Singapore

Pineapple Cake DIY: Under great supervision and guidance, you get to learn how to make
the dessert from dough and bake it with the delicious ingredient.
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Note: 
1. Flower Viewing and Pingshi Sky Lantern  are all subjected to local weather conditions 
and/or unforeseen circumstances, it will not be replaced or refunded.
2.  Due to poor night conditions, Pingshi Sky Lantern will be arranged during daytime.
3. During the major international or local festive events, accommodation may not be in the 
city mentioned. Tour groups may be merged and sequence of itinerary is subject to change 
without prior notice.  Please refer to the terms and conditions.

Exclusive Highlights!

-Formosa Chang 

- Hawji Dan Zai Noodles

- Man Tang Hong Hotpot

 

5D Tam Chiak 
FOODIE TRAIL 

tBanana New Paradise tBubble Tea DIY t Ceramic DIY t Hakka Tea “Lei Cha” DIY tPineapple Cake DIY

http://chaiinhotel.com/tzung_tung_fu
http://chaiinhotel.com/tzung_tung_fu
http://www.elizabeth-hotel.com.tw/

